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Abstract
We give a classification of quadratic harmonic morphisms between Euclidean
spaces (Theorem 2.4) after proving a Rank Lemma. We also find a corre-
spondence between umbilical (Definition 2.7) quadratic harmonic morphisms
and Clifford systems. In the case R4 −→ R3, we determine all quadratic
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21. Quadratic harmonic morphisms and their equations
Definition 1.1. A map ϕ : Rm −→ Rn is called a quadratic map if all of
the components of ϕ are quadratic functions ( i.e. homogeneous polynomials
of degree 2 ) in x1, . . . , xm. By a quadratic harmonic map (respectively a
quadratic harmonic morphism) we mean a harmonic map (respectively
a harmonic morphism) which is also a quadratic map.
Note that any quadratic harmonic morphism is a non-constant map by
our definition. From the theory of quadratic functions and bilinear forms
we know that a quadratic map ϕ : Rm −→ Rn can always be written as
ϕ(X) = (XtA1X, . . . ,X
tAnX)
where X denotes the column vectors in Rm , Xt the transpose of X and the
Ai (i = 1, . . . , n) are symmetric m ×m matrices (henceforth called com-
ponent matrices).
Quadratic harmonic morphisms form a large class of harmonic morphisms
between Euclidean spaces as the following examples show.
Example 1.2. All the following maps are quadratic harmonic morphisms:
(i) Quadratic harmonic morphisms from orthogonal multiplica-
tions.
It is well-known that the standard multiplications f : Rn × Rn −→ Rn,
n = 1, 2, 4, or 8, in the real algebras of real, complex, quaternionic and Cay-
ley numbers are both orthogonal multiplications and harmonic morphisms.
In fact, Baird [1] (Theorem 7.2.7) proves that these are the only possible
dimensions for an orthogonal multiplication f : Rp × Rq −→ Rn to be a
harmonic morphism.
(ii) (see [1]) The Hopf construction maps F : Rn × Rn −→ Rn+1.
These are defined by
F (X,Y ) = (‖X‖2 − ‖Y ‖2 , 2f(X,Y ))
where f is one of the orthogonal multiplications defined in (i).
(iii) Quadratic harmonic morphisms from Clifford systems.
Let (P1, ..., Pn) be a Clifford system on R
2m, i.e. an n-tuple of symmetric
endomorphisms of R2m satisfying PiPj + PjPi = 2δijI for i, j = 1, ...n.
3Then it follows from Baird [1](Theorem 8.4.1) that
F (X) = (〈P1X,X〉, . . . , 〈PnX,X〉)
(where 〈, 〉 denotes the inner product in Euclidean space) is a quadratic har-
monic morphism with dilation λ2(X) = 4 ‖X‖2 for each X ∈ R2m.
(iv) Quadratic harmonic morphisms from the complete lifts.
Let ϕ : Rm ⊃ U −→ Rn be a C1 map from an open connected subset of
R
m into Rn. The (real) complete lift (cf.[8]Definition 2.1) of ϕ is the map
ϕ : R2m ⊃ U × Rm −→ Rn, given by ϕ(X,Y ) = J(ϕ(X))Y , where J(ϕ(X))
is the Jacobian matrix of ϕ at X ∈ U . It follows from Ou [8] (Theorem3.3)
that the complete lift of any quadratic harmonic morphism is again
a quadratic harmonic morphism.
For some further examples, see Loubeau [7]. In the rest of this section we
will give equations that characterize quadratic harmonic morphisms between
Euclidean spaces.
Lemma 1.3. Let ϕ : Rm −→ Rn be a quadratic map with
ϕ(X) = (XtA1X, . . . ,X
tAnX). Then ϕ is harmonic if and only if
trAi = 0, (i = 1, ..., n).(1)
Proof. The harmonicity of ϕ is equivalent to the statement that all compo-
nents of ϕ are harmonic functions, which is easily seen to be equivalent to
Equation (1).
Proposition 1.4. Let ϕ : Rm −→ Rn be a quadratic map with
ϕ(X) = (XtA1X, . . . ,X
tAnX). Then ϕ is horizontally weakly conformal if
and only if the following equations hold
AiAj +AjAi = 0, (i, j = 1, ...n, i 6= j),(2)
Ai
2 = Aj
2, (i, j = 1, ...n).(3)
Proof. For a map ϕ(X) = (ϕ1(X), . . . , ϕn(X)) between Euclidean spaces,
horizontal weakly conformality is equivalent to (See [4],[6])
〈∇ϕi(X),∇ϕj(X)〉 = λ2(X)δij(4)
where δij is the Kronecker delta and ∇ϕi(X) denotes the gradient of the
component function of ϕi(X).
4Now for quadratic map ϕ, we can calculate its Jacobian matrix as
J(ϕ(X)) =


2XtA1
...
2XtAn

 .
It is easily seen that Equation (4) is equivalent to the following two equations
XtAiAjX ≡ 0, (i, j = 1, ...n, i 6= j)(5)
XtAi
2X ≡ XtAj
2X, (i, j = 1, ...n).(6)
Since Equations (5) and (6) are identities of quadratic functions in x1, . . . , xm,
and noting that AiAj is not symmetric in general we conclude that (5) and
(6) are equivalent to (2) and (3) respectively. Thus we end the proof of the
proposition.
It is well-known (see [4],[6]) that a map between Riemannian manifolds is a
harmonic morphism if and only if it is both a harmonic map and a horizontal
weakly conformal map. So by combining Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 1.4 we
have
Theorem 1.5. A quadratic map ϕ : Rm −→ Rn (m ≥ n) with
ϕ(X) = (XtA1X, . . . ,X
tAnX) is a harmonic morphism if and only if
(1) trAi = 0, (i = 1, . . . , n),
(2) AiAj +AjAi = 0, (i, j = 1, ...n, i 6= j),
(3) Ai
2 = Aj
2, (i, j = 1, ...n).
2. the classification
In this section we shall prove the Rank Lemma for quadratic harmonic
morphisms which will be the basis for the classification theorems.
Lemma 2.1. (The Rank Lemma for quadratic harmonic morphisms)
Let ϕ : Rm −→ Rn be a quadratic harmonic morphism with
ϕ(X) = (XtA1X, . . . ,X
tAnX), Then
(a) All the component matrices Ai have the same rank which is an even
number.
(b) All the component matrices Ai have the same spectrum.
Proof. Suppose that ϕ : Rm −→ Rn is a quadratic harmonic morphism with
ϕ(X) = (XtA1X, . . . ,X
tAnX). Then by Theorem 1.5 we have
Ai
2 = Aj
2, (i, j = 1, ...n)
5which implies that
rankAi
2 = rankAj
2.
The equality of rankAi now follows from the following
Claim. For any symmetric matrix A, rankA2 = rankA.
Proof of Claim. It is a standard fact that A can be diagonalized by an
orthogonal matrix P , so P−1AP = D is a diagonal matrix. But
rankA2 = rankP−1A2P = rankP−1APP−1AP
=rankD2 = rankD = rankP−1AP = rankA.
Now we show that rankAi is even. It suffices to do the proof for quadratic
harmonic morphism ϕ : Rm −→ R2 with ϕ(X) = (XtA1X,X
tA2X). After
a suitable choice of orthogonal coordinates, A1 assumes the diagonal form
A1 =

 D1 0 00 −D2 0
0 0 0r

(7)
where 0r denotes the r× r zero matrix, D1 is the k×k diagonal matrix with
entries the positive eigenvalues S+ = {λ1, . . . , λk}, and D2 is the l× l diag-
onal matrix with the entries the absolute values of the negative eigenvalues
S
−
= {ξ1, . . . , ξl}), where k + l + r = m.
Using Equations (2) and (3) we see that A2 must have the form
A2 =

 0 B1 0Bt1 0 0
0 0 0r

(8)
where B1 denotes a k × l matrix satisfying D1B1 = B1D2, which means


λ1b11 . . . λ1b1l
... . . .
...
λkbk1 . . . λkbkl

 =


ξ1b11 . . . ξlb1l
... . . .
...
ξ1bk1 . . . ξlbkl

 .(9)
Since rankA1 = rankA2 = k+ l, we see from Equation (9) that any λi ∈ S+
must be equal to one of the numbers in S
−
otherwise the ith row of B1
would be zero vector and rankA2 < k + l. This means that S+ ⊂ S−. A
similar reasoning gives S
−
⊂ S+. Thus we have S+ = S−, which means
that S+ and S− have equal numbers of the same elements, i.e. k = l and
S+ = S− = {λ1, . . . , λk}. Thus rankA1 = rankA2 = 2k is even, which
ends the proof of (a). For (b) we first note, from the above proof, that the
eigenvalues of a component matrix of a quadratic harmonic morphism must
6appear in pairs ±λ. On the other hand, it is elementary that if a symmetric
linear transformation A2 has an eigenvalue λ2 > 0 then A must have one
of eigenvalues ±λ. Now the rest of the proof follows from the fact that all
A!i2 (i = 2, . . . , n) have eigenvalues {λ
2
1, . . . , λ
2
k}, where λ1, . . . , λk are the
positive eigenvalues of A1.
Definition 2.2. Let ϕ : Rm −→ Rn be a quadratic harmonic morphism.
Then the Q-rank of ϕ, denoted by Q-rank(ϕ), is defined to be the rank of
its component matrices. ϕ is said to be Q-nonsingular if Q-rank(ϕ) = m
, otherwise it is said to be Q-singular.
We are now ready to give a characterization of quadratic harmonic mor-
phisms to R2.
Proposition 2.3. Let ϕ : Rm −→ R2 (m ≥ 2) be a quadratic harmonic
morphism.
(i) If ϕ is Q-nonsingular, then m = 2k for some k ∈ N and, with respect to
suitable orthogonal coordinates in Rm, ϕ assumes the normal form
ϕ(X) =
(
Xt
(
D 0
0 −D
)
X, Xt
(
0 B1
Bt1 0
)
X
)
where D, B1 ∈ GL(R, k), with D diagonal and satisfying{
DB1 = B1D
Bt1B1 = D
2.
(ii) Otherwise Q-rank(ϕ) = 2k, for some k, 0 ≤ k < m/2, and ϕ is the
composition of an orthogonal projection pi : Rm −→ R2k followed by a Q-
nonsingular quadratic harmonic morphism ϕ1 : R
2k −→ R2.
Proof. Let ϕ : Rm −→ R2 be given by ϕ(X) = (XtA1X,X
tA2X). Then from
the Rank Lemma we know that Q-rank(ϕ) is even. If ϕ is Q-nonsingular
then Q-rank(ϕ) = m = 2k. As in the proof of the Rank Lemma, after a
suitable choice of orthogonal coordinates, A1 assumes the normal form
A1 =
(
D 0
0 −D
)
(10)
where D denotes the k × k diagonal matrix having the positive eigenvalues
of A1 as diagonal entries. Then A2 must have the form
A2 =
(
0 B1
Bt1 0
)
7with B1 ∈ GL(R, k) satisfyingDB1 = B1D. This, together with B
t
1B1 = D
2
given by (3) of Theorem 1.5, gives (i). Now (ii) follows from the fact that
if ϕ is Q-singular with rankA = 2k < m, then after a suitable choice of
orthogonal coordinates, A takes the form (7) and consequently B the form
(8).
Now we give the Classification Theorem for general quadratic harmonic
morphisms.
Theorem 2.4. Let ϕ : Rm −→ Rn (m ≥ n) be a quadratic harmonic mor-
phism.
(I) If ϕ is Q-nonsingular, then m = 2k for some k ∈ N and, with respect to
suitable orthogonal coordinates in Rm, ϕ assumes the normal form
ϕ(X) =
(
Xt
(
D 0
0 −D
)
X, Xt
(
0 B1
Bt1 0
)
X, . . . ,(11)
Xt
(
0 Bn−1
Btn−1 0
)
X
)
.
where D,Bi ∈ GL(R, k) with D diagonal having the positive eigenvalues
as its diagonal entries satisfy

DBi = BiD
BtiBi = D
2
BtiBj = −B
t
jBi. (i, j,= i, ..., n − 1, i 6= j).
(12)
(II) Otherwise Q-rank(ϕ) = 2k for some k, 0 ≤ k < m/2, and ϕ is the
composition of an orthogonal projection pi : Rm −→ R2k followed by a Q-
nonsingular quadratic harmonic morphism ϕ1 : R
2k −→ Rn.
Proof. As in the proof of the Rank Lemma, after a suitable choice of or-
thogonal coordinates the first component matrix has the form (7), and all
the other component matrices An has the form
Ai+1 =

 0 Bi 0Bti 0 0
0 0 0r

 , i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Now if ϕ is Q-singular then Q-rank(ϕ) = 2k < m, for some k, 0 ≤ k <
m/2. It is easily seen that ϕ is the composition of an orthogonal projection
pi : Rm −→ R2k followed by a Q-nonsingular quadratic harmonic morphism
ϕ1 : R
2k −→ Rn. Otherwise ϕ is Q-nonsingular in which case r = 0. Thus
we have the normal form (11). Note that for n > 2 Equation (2) gives the
additional Equation (12).
8Corollary 2.5. Any quadratic harmonic morphism is the composition of
an orthogonal projection followed by a Q-nonsingular quadratic harmonic
morphism from an even-dimensional space.
Remark 2.6. Thus to study quadratic harmonic morphisms it suffices to
consider Q-nonsingular ones from even-dimensional spaces.
Definition 2.7. A quadratic harmonic morphism ϕ : Rm −→ Rn with
ϕ(X) = (XtA1X, . . . ,X
tAnX) is said to be umbilical if all the positive
eigenvalues of one (and hence all by The Rank Lemma) of its component
matrices are equal.
There do exist quadratic harmonic morphisms which are not umbilical as
the following example shows.
Example 2.8. It can be checked that ϕ : R8 −→ R3 given by
ϕ =(2x21 + 2x
2
2 + 3x
2
3 + 3x
2
4 − 2x
2
5 − 2x
2
6 − 3x
2
7 − 3x
2
8,
4x1x5 + 4x2x6 + 6x3x8 − 6x4x7,
−4x1x6 + 4x2x5 + 6x3x7 + 6x4x8)
is a quadratic harmonic morphism which is not umbilical since its component
matrices have two distinct positive eigenvalues.
For more results on constructions of harmonic morphisms into Euclidean
spaces see Ou [9].
3. Quadratic harmonic morphisms and Clifford systems
Definition 3.1. i) The (n + 1)-tuple (P0, . . . , Pn) of symmetric endomor-
phisms of R2m is called a Clifford system on R2m if
PiPj + PjPi = 2δijI (i, j = 0, 1, ..., n).
ii) Let (P0, . . . , Pn) and (Q0, . . . , Qn) be Clifford systems on R
2p and R2q
respectively, then (P0⊕Q0, . . . , Pn⊕Qn) is a Clifford system on R
2p+2q, the
so-called direct sum of (P0, . . . , Pn) and (Q0, . . . , Qn) .
iii) A Clifford system (P0, . . . , Pn) on R
2m is called irreducible if it is not
possible to write R2m as a direct sum of two non-trivial subspaces which are
invariant under all Pi.
iv) Two Clifford systems (P0, . . . , Pn) and (Q0, . . . , Qn) on R
2m are said to
be algebraically equivalent if there exists A ∈ O(R2m) such that Qi =
APiA
t for all i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
9From the representation theory of Clifford algebras (see [5]) we have the
following results:
Theorem A.(See [3])
(a) Each Clifford system is algebraically equivalent to a direct sum of irre-
ducible Clifford systems.
(b) An irreducible Clifford system (P0, . . . , Pn) on R
2m exists precisely for
the following values of n and m = δ(n):
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . . n+8
δ(n) 1 2 4 4 8 8 8 8 . . . 16 δ(n)
(c) For n /≡ 0 mod 4, there exists exactly one algebraically equivalent class
of irreducible Clifford systems. If n ≡ 0 mod 4, there are two.
Definition 3.2. Let ϕ, ϕ˜ : Rm −→ Rn be two quadratic harmonic mor-
phisms. Then
(1) ϕ and ϕ˜ are said to be domain-equivalent if there exists an isometry
P of Rm such that ϕ = ϕ˜ ◦ P . They are said to be bi-equivalent if there
exist isometries P of Rm and G of Rn such that ϕ = G−1 ◦ ϕ˜ ◦ P .
(2) The concepts of domain-equivalence and bi-equivalence can be defined
similarly for harmonic morphisms between spheres (or, indeed any Riemann-
ian manifolds).
Baird has proved ([1] Theorem 8.4.1) that any Clifford system
(P0, . . . , Pn) on R
2m gives rise to a quadratic harmonic morphism
ϕ : R2m −→ Rn+1 defined by
ϕ(X) = (〈P0X,X〉, 〈P1X,X〉, . . . , 〈PnX,X〉).
It is easy to see that two Clifford systems (P0, . . . , Pn) and (Q0, . . . , Qn)
on R2m are algebraically equivalent if and only if they give rise to domain-
equivalent quadratic harmonic morphisms ϕ : R2m −→ Rn+1. It is easy
to see that any quadratic harmonic morphism given by a Clifford system is
umbilical. We shall prove that up to a constant factor all umbilical quadratic
harmonic morphisms arise this way.
Theorem 3.3. Up to a homothetic change of coordinates in Rm, any um-
bilical quadratic harmonic morphism ϕ : Rm −→ Rn arises from a Clifford
system.
Proof. We need only to show that, up to a homothetic change of the co-
ordinates in R2k, the component matrices of any Q-nonsingular umbilical
10
quadratic harmonic morphism ϕ : R2k −→ Rn represent a Clifford system.
Indeed it follows from Theorem 2.4 that with respect to suitable orthogonal
coordinates in R2k, ϕ assumes the normal form (11) with D = λId, and it
is easily seen that after a change of scale in R2k the component matrices
become
A1 =
(
Ik 0
0 −Ik
)
, A2 =
(
0 B˜1
B˜t1 0
)
, . . . , An =
(
0 B˜n−1
B˜tn−1 0
)
with B˜i ∈ O(k) satisfying B˜
t
iB˜j = −B˜
t
jB˜i. (i, j,= i, ..., n − 1, i 6= j). It can
be checked that
AαAβ +AβAα = 2δαβI, (α, β = 1, ..., n).
Which means that the Aα represent a Clifford system. This ends the proof
of the theorem.
Example 3.4. It is easy to check that ϕ : R8 −→ R5 given by
ϕ(x, y) = (3|x|2 − 3|y|2, 6x1y1 − 6x2y2 − 6x3y3 − 6x4y4,
6x1y2 + 6x2y1 + 6x3y4 − 6x4y3,
6x1y3 + 6x3y1 + 6x4y2 − 6x2y4,
6x1y4 + 6x4y1 − 6x2y3 − 6x3y2).
is an umbilical quadratic harmonic morphism with all positive eigenvalues
equal to 3. It is also easy to see that it arises from a Clifford system.
In the rest of this section we will determine all quadratic harmonic mor-
phisms from R4 to R3 and show that they are all bi-equivalent to some
constant multiple λϕ0 of the standard Hopf construction map and that, up
to a change of scale, they all restrict to S3 −→ S2 and hence induce bi-
equivalent harmonic morphisms. We thus recover, by simple means, part of
a result of Eells and Yiu [2]. For further results on the existence of quadratic
harmonic morphisms see Ou [10]
Theorem 3.5. Up to domain-equivalence, all quadratic harmonic mor-
phisms ϕ : R4 −→ R3 are of the form
ϕt =λ(x
2
1 + x
2
2 − x
2
3 − x
2
4,(13)
2x1x3 cos t+ 2x1x4 sin t− 2x2x3 sin t+ 2x2x4 cos t,
2x1x3 sin t− 2x1x4 cos t+ 2x2x3 cos t+ 2x2x4 sin t)
where λ 6= 0 and t ∈ [0, 2pi). They are all bi-equivalent to a constant
multiple of the standard Hopf construction map:
λϕ0 = λ(x
2
1 + x
2
2 − x
2
3 − x
2
4, 2x1x3 + 2x2x4,−2x1x4 + 2x2x3).(14)
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Proof. First we note that any quadratic harmonic morphism ϕ : R4 −→ R3
is Q-nonsingular since otherwise, ϕ would be of the form
R
4 pi−→ R2
ϕ1
−→ R3
where ϕ1 is a non-constant quadratic harmonic morphism which is impossi-
ble. Next we
Claim: All quadratic harmonic morphisms ϕ : R4 −→ R3 are umbilical.
Proof of Claim: Let ϕ : R4 −→ R3 be a quadratic harmonic morphism.
Then from Theorem 2.4 we have
D =
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
, B1 =
(
a11 a12
a21 a22
)
, B2 =
(
b11 b12
b21 b22
)
∈ GL(R, 2)
satisfying Equation (12). Now suppose that λ1 6= λ2, then by using the first
equation of (12) we have
B1 =
(
a1 0
0 a2
)
, B2 =
(
b1 0
0 b2
)
∈ GL(R, 2).
But then the third equation of (12) gives a1b1 = 0 and a2b2 = 0, which is
impossible since B1, B2 are invertible. Thus we must have λ1 = λ2.
Now any Q-nonsingular quadratic harmonic morphism ϕ : R4 −→ R3 can
be assumed to be of the form
ϕ = λ
(
x21 + x
2
2 − x
2
3 − x
2
4, X
t
(
0 B1
Bt1 0
)
X, Xt
(
0 B2
Bt2 0
)
X
)(15)
where B1, B2 ∈ O(2) satisfy
Bt1B2 = −B
t
2B1.(16)
without loss of generality, we may assume that B1 =
(
cos t sin t
− sin t cos t
)
∈
SO(2), andB2 =
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
∈ SO(2), orB2 =
(
sin θ cos θ
cos θ − sin θ
)
∈
O(2)\SO(2). It can be checked that for the second possibility, Equation (16)
has no solution. whilst for the first possibility Equation (16) is equivalent
to {
cos(t− θ) = − cos(θ − t)
sin(t− θ) = − sin(θ − t)
(17)
which has solutions t− θ = θ − t mod 2pi i.e.,
θ = t−
pi
2
(mod pi) = t±
pi
2
(mod 2pi)(18)
12
Inserting (18) into (15) we have two families
(a) ϕt = λ(x
2
1 + x
2
2 − x
2
3 − x
2
4,
2x1x3 cos t+ 2x1x4 sin t− 2x2x3 sin t+ 2x2x4 cos t,
2x1x3 sin t− 2x1x4 cos t+ 2x2x3 cos t+ 2x2x4 sin t)
and
(b) ϕt = λ(x
2
1 + x
2
2 − x
2
3 − x
2
4,
2x1x3 cos t+ 2x1x4 sin t− 2x2x3 sin t+ 2x2x4 cos t,
−2x1x3 sin t+ 2x1x4 cos t− 2x2x3 cos t− 2x2x4 sin t).
However, family (b) can be obtained from family (a) by an orthogonal change
of coordinates in R3. Thus any Q-nonsingular quadratic harmonic morphism
ϕ : R4 −→ R3 is domain-equivalent to some ϕt, whilst ϕt = G
−1 ◦ λϕ0 for
G given by
G =

 1 0 00 cos t sin t
0 − sin t cos t

 ∈ SO(3).(19)
therefore any Q-nonsingular quadratic harmonic morphism ϕ : R4 −→ R3
is bi-equivalent to a multiple of the Hopf construction map λϕ0. This ends
the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 3.6. Up to homothety of R4, all quadratic harmonic morphisms
ϕ : R4 −→ R3 arise from algebraically equivalent irreducible Clifford systems
on R4, and they induce harmonic morphisms S3 −→ S2 bi-equivalent to the
standard Hopf fibration given by (14) with λ = 1.
Proof. It is trivial to check that for all t, the Clifford systems on R4 repre-
sented by
A0 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

 , A1 =


0 0 cos t sin t
0 0 − sin t cos t
cos t − sin t 0 0
sin t cos t 0 0

 ,
A2 =


0 0 sin t − cos t
0 0 cos t sin t
sin t cos t 0 0
− cos t sin t 0 0

 ,
are irreducible and are clearly algebraically equivalent. We have seen that,
after a possible change of scale in R4, ϕt = G
−1 ◦ ϕ0 for G given by (19).
13
Thus for all t, ϕt restricts to S
3 −→ S2 and is bi-equivalent to the classical
Hopf fibration S3 −→ S2, which ends the proof of the Corollary.
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